
Misc. (Bail) Case No. 110 of 2021.
07.10.2021.         

Learned  Advocate  representing  accused  Langpu  Tatum @ Takum  filed
hazira.

                   Seen Bail Petition No.563/21 filed by Sri Sorang Tanag u/s. 439 Cr.P.C in
connection with Gohpur P.S. Case No.278/2021 u/s.371/34 IPC r/w. Sec.81 of JJB Act
and  r/w.  Sec.14  of  the  Child  Labour  (Prohibition  and  Regulation)  Act  praying  for
releasing accused Langpu Tatum @ Takum on bail on the grounds that the accused is
innocent and not involved in the alleged offence in any way but he has been arrested
by the police without making any enquiry. The facts narrated in the FIR about sale of
girl  child  aged  about  10  years  in  consideration  of  Rs.50,000/-  is  baseless  and
concocted one. The real fact is that one Robin Hasda approached the present accused
and his wife Galom Langpu @ Gumsar Langpu with an offer to take his daughter for
education purpose, which was straight away denied by the accused. But police has
apprehended the accused due to furious and spontaneous reaction by the mass public
without ascertaining of the facts and background of the incident, as such accused is
languishing in the jail hazot on the pressure of public and media only. 

Heard the learned counsel appearing for the accused person.

Learned  counsel  representing  the  accused  Langpu  Tatum  @  Takum
submitted that the accused is totally innocent and he has been arrested and detained
in jail hazot only due to public pressure and media trial. In fact a major girl namely
Miss Sunita Munda is staying in his residence at Itanagar as domestic help for last few
months and she being a resident of  village-Gutibari, the present accused and his wife
came to the said Gutibari village for making payment of the salary of their domestic
help to her parents and at that time one Robin Hasda approached them for taking his
minor daughter with them for providing education but the minor girl child refused to
go with them and she was crying yet her father Robin Hasda tried to board his minor
girl into the vehicle of the accused which has been witnessed by some peoples and
amongst them the informant being a person associated with some organisation has
lodged the FIR and without any factual enquiry police arrested the accused although
his name is not mentioned in the ejahar and since 19.09.2021 the accused is in jail
hazot without his any fault. The accused has no bad antecedent nor he will abscond, if
released on bail. Hence, prayed for releasing the accused on bail. 

Although  learned  Public  Prosecutors  Smti  Jahnabi  Kalita  and  Sri  Arun
Kahtiwora are entrusted and assigned to represent the State before this Court but they
are absent without any steps. Hence, there is no representation from the part of the
State against the prayer of bail of accused Langpu Tatum @ Takum.

Received the case diary.

Perused  the  case  diary  and  it  appears  that  there  are  abundance  of
incriminating materials against the accused  Langpu Tatum @ Takum and the offence
is not only heinous but also relating to life of minor girl child. 

 Considering the gravity and severity of offence, likelihood of repeating
the offence and possibility of hampering or tampering evidence on the backdrop facts
of the case, the prayer of bail of accused Langpu Tatum @ Takum stands rejected at
this stage.

Return the C.D.
Inform I/O accordingly.

With the above order this bail petition stands disposed of on merit.


